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Abstract

The major theme of this thesis is the mathematical optimization modelling of the flexible job shop scheduling problem. This problem is present in the so-called multitask cell—a production cell at GKN Aerospace’s facility located in Trollhättan, Sweden—which has served as a case study during the work with this thesis. The thesis consists of two parts, of which the first considers the major theme which runs through the first three appended papers. The second part of the thesis corresponds to the fourth appended paper and deals with the computational complexity of flow shop scheduling problems with deteriorating jobs. The basic flow shop scheduling problem is a special case of the flexible job shop scheduling problem.

In the first paper, two mathematical optimization models are formulated for the general flexible job shop scheduling problem. One of the models—a so-called time-indexed model—is incorporated into an iterative procedure, which is then shown to solve instances of the problem much faster than when the model is directly solved. The iterative procedure outperforms two other mathematical optimization models regarding the computation time required to find the best solution. We have studied two main types of objective functions: the makespan and a weighted average of completion times and tardiness of the jobs; we observed a large difference in the performance of the scheduling models between the objectives. This implies that any evaluation of scheduling algorithms must be done with respect to an objective that is relevant for the application for which they are intended. The makespan objective is the most widely used within research, however, it is seldom relevant in real applications. We recommend as a suitable objective to minimize the weighted average of the completion times and the total tardiness where the tardiness weight decreases with the job’s due date.

In the second paper, we study the scheduling of the multitask cell and propose a means to schedule the cell including fixture availability and preventive maintenance activities. A suitable definition of the tardiness weights is proposed, and the quality of the resulting schedules, when applied in a dynamic environment, is discussed. A time-indexed model is formulated including three variants of modelling the preventive maintenance activities. Real instances collected from the multitask cell are solved by a version of the iterative procedure employing the time-indexed
model. We are able to produce near-optimal schedules for the real data instances within 15 minutes, which is regarded as an acceptable time frame.

The third paper continues the work presented in the second paper: the time-indexed model is further developed and the possibility to schedule operations with unmanned processing during night shifts is explored. We are able to substantially increase the output of the cell with the inclusion of unmanned processing during night shifts. For a number of real scenarios for the coming shift collected from the multitask cell we compare the schedules produced by our iterative procedure—with and without the night shift possibilities included—with those constructed by the FIFO (first-in, first-out) and by a built-in (in the multitask cell) critical ratio (CR) priority dispatching rule. The objective values obtained after running our iterative procedure for 15 minutes were on average 0.71 times the corresponding values computed by the FIFO or CR rules.

The fourth appended paper establishes a complexity result for a flow shop scheduling problem in which the jobs' processing times are functions of the jobs' starting times.

**Keywords:** Flexible job shop scheduling, Mixed integer linear programming (MILP), Time-indexed formulation, Makespan, Tardiness, Fixture availability, Preventive maintenance, Night shift, Unmanned time window, Dynamic scheduling, Priority rules, Dispatching rules, Critical ratio.
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1 Introduction

The work with this thesis has been a journey from the first intuitive so-called engineer’s model, which was not at all able to solve instances of the size needed for the practical application, to the development of an iterative solution procedure implemented with a so-called time-indexed model that, within a reasonable time frame, produces near-optimal schedules for the coming shift in the production cell studied. I hope that you will enjoy the ride!

1.1 Background

GKN Aerospace Engine Systems (formerly Volvo Aero Corporation) has invested in a complex production cell in Trollhättan, Sweden, containing a set of five multipurpose machines, with the aim to reduce the product costs, shorten the lead times, and increase the quality level and the delivery precision. The planning and control of this so-called multitask cell may be modelled and solved as a complex combinatorial optimization problem, namely a flexible job shop scheduling problem (FJSP). The control system of the multitask cell contains a built-in scheduling algorithm, which is based on a simple priority function. In the master’s thesis [39], it was shown that the outcome of this algorithm is not satisfactory when considering the minimization of the total tardiness, since it is not adapted to the production of complex structures such as the aircraft engine components produced by GKN Aerospace. Therefore, the built-in scheduling algorithm is not in use and the production of components in the multitask cell is manually planned at present. The inferiority of the existing decision support leads to unnecessarily long product lead times and an inefficient use of the multipurpose machines in the multitask cell.

Since the results presented in [39] revealed that the scheduling of the multitask cell defines a challenging combinatorial problem this PhD project was born, with financial support from Volvo Aero Corporation (now GKN Aerospace), The Swedish Research Council, and later also by NFFP (Swedish National Aeronautics Research Programme) and VINNOVA (through Chalmers Transport Area of Advance).

1.2 Scope, purpose, and objectives of the thesis

The purpose of the research project is to contribute to the goal of enabling the construction of optimal, or near-optimal, schedules for flexible job shops, similar to the multitask cell at GKN Aerospace. A scheduling procedure which is fast and appropriate needs to be developed for the problem of scheduling such production cells, since the conditions are unceasingly changing with new jobs continuously arriving at the queue to the cell. Although the scheduling of the existing multitask cell is the main focus of this work, a set of constructed benchmark test instances has been utilized in some of the tests, with the purpose of obtaining more general results. These benchmark test instances are more complex than the real instances from the multitask cell in the sense that in the benchmark instances the
processing times are resource-dependent. They are, however, less complex than the real instances in the sense that the benchmark instances contain no side constraints regarding, e.g., a limited fixture availability or preventive maintenance activities.

This thesis primarily focuses on developing a scheduling procedure—utilizing mathematical optimization—in order to produce optimal or near-optimal production schedules for the multitask cell in a reasonable computation time (≤ 15 minutes clocktime). This goal is achieved through

• the development of an iterative solution procedure, in which a time-indexed model is solved repeatedly employing shorter and shorter time steps, i.e., with an increasingly better accuracy;
• the development of a squeezing procedure which post-processes a discrete solution using the original non-discrete data in order to improve the results obtained by employing any specific length of the time steps in a time-indexed model;
• a benchmark comparison between our iterative solution procedure, the best (to our knowledge) mathematical model available in literature, and our so-called alternative model, which is a slightly improved version of the latter model;
• the study of these models’ interrelations, from both a modelling and a computational perspective;
• a discussion on suitable objective functions including differentiated objective weights and their impact on the logistic performance of the production cell;
• the inclusion of side constraints based on a limited fixture availability, the scheduling of preventive maintenance activities, and the possibility to perform unmanned processing in the multitask cell during unmanned night shifts, in order to reflect the reality around the multitask cell.

Apart from during the unmanned night shifts, the number of staff available in the job shop is assumed to be sufficient for performing the manual work associated with all the operations scheduled, and staff scheduling is therefore not included in the work behind this thesis. Other areas not taken into account in this thesis is the availability of machining tools and limitations with respect to the storing of components between the operations in the job shop. All of these areas are subjects for future research. Limited staff availability and a limited availability of tools have a lot of similarities with the limited availability of fixtures, and could probably be included in any of our time-indexed models with little effort. The storage capacity inside the multitask cell is vast and has not yet been a limiting factor in production; hence it would be of economical reasons if limitations in inventory should be included.

1.3 Thesis outline

Chapter 1 "Introduction" presents the background to this PhD project, including the scope, the purpose, and the objectives of the thesis. Chapter 2 "Frames of reference" describes the multitask cell, the products, and the current production planning practice at GKN Aerospace.
Further, the flexible job shop scheduling problem (FJSP) is described, and the methods currently available to solve this problem are presented. Then, different objective functions proposed in the literature are discussed, followed by a presentation of the concept of dynamic scheduling. Existing literature concerning side constraints, similar to those included in our problem of scheduling the multitask cell, is reviewed. The chapter ends by a discussion on the computational complexity of the flexible job shop problem and the flow shop problem with deteriorating jobs.

In Chapter 3 "The development of the mathematical models: A work diary" we summarize our work, from the first mathematical model developed to the final time-indexed model including several side constraints and our iterative procedure. The development of a problem decomposition, the choice of the time horizon and the length of the time steps for time-indexed models, and regarding side constraints and objective weights, is described. Finally, some additional (to the results presented in the appended papers) computational results are presented.

Chapter 4 "Summary of the appended papers" presents a short summary of the appended papers, focusing on the papers’ results and contributions. In Chapter 5 "Conclusions" we conclude the results of this thesis work, and in Chapter 6 "Future research" we suggest some areas of further work.

2 Frames of reference

This chapter describes the multitask cell at GKN Aerospace and the main surrounding activities, as well as relevant elements from operations research/mathematical optimization. In Section 2.1 the products, the multitask cell, and the production planning at GKN Aerospace are described. The general flexible job shop problem (FJSP) is described in Section 2.2, in which also a literature review over exact methods, metaheuristics, and priority dispatching rules for solving the FJSP is presented. In Section 2.3 some objective functions utilized for the FJSP are presented, and in Section 2.4 the concept of dynamic scheduling is described. Section 2.5 reviews the existing literature concerning the side constraints applicable to the FJSP that are present in the multitask cell. Finally, in Section 2.6 the computational complexity of the scheduling problems studied in this thesis is discussed.

2.1 Production planning at GKN Aerospace

GKN Aerospace Engine Systems, with its head office in Trollhättan, Sweden, develops and manufactures components for aircraft, gas turbines, and rocket engines with a high technology content, in cooperation with the world’s leading producers. The main production site is situated in Trollhättan with about 2000 employees. Other production sites are situated in Kongsberg (Norway), Linköping (Sweden), and Newington (CT, USA). The planning and control of the supply chain of an aero engine component are affected by flight regularity conditions issued by flight safety authorities. As an example, all suppliers have to be approved by the authorities, and GKN Aerospace has to keep track of which mine the
raw material for each final product comes from, due to the flight safety requirements on traceability.

Since the production of GKN Aerospace mainly concerns the aero engine industry, the quality requirements are high. Therefore, the processing machines are often very large and expensive, while the product volumes are typically small. Because of the logistics situation, where large and expensive machines process high-valued products in small volumes, the production at GKN Aerospace is mostly performed in workshops with functional layouts. One such workshop is the multitask production cell that is studied in this thesis.

2.1.1 The products

The products currently processed in the multitask cell are mainly combustor structures, such as diffuser cases and compressor rear frames (Figure 1), which are integrated cast structures made of a nickel-based material. The manufacturing process of these products is a complex combination of turning, milling, and drilling operations, which are mixed with NDT (Non Destructive Testing) procedures, and in some cases also welding operations and heat treatment. Other components processed in the multitask cell are the inner and outer rings of a turbine exhaust case, which are made in a martensitic stainless steel.

Figure 1: To the left is shown a semi-finished compressor rear frame—one of the parts processed in the multitask cell. To the right is shown a close-up of the final product.
2.1.2 The multitask production cell

The multitask cell consists of ten processing resources along with a central tool storage and an input/output conveyor; see Figure 2. The production cell is designed to carry out a large variety of jobs; five of the cell’s resources are multipurpose machines that are able to perform three types of processing tasks (turning, milling, and drilling).

![Figure 2: An overview of the multitask cell.](image)

The multitask cell was built with the aim of achieving a high degree of machine utilization, reducing product lead times, and being flexible with regard to both the product mix and the type of processing. Presently, the multitask cell executes about 30 types of operations on eight products. Each part typically visits the multitask cell multiple times on its way to completion; see Figure 3. In this thesis, one such visit to the multitask cell is called a job.

2.1.3 The production planning of the multitask cell

An overview of the supply chain for the civil aero engine components manufactured by GKN Aerospace is illustrated in Figure 3. The box denoted "GKN Production" illustrates a typical path through the factory of one of the eight products that are processed in the multitask cell.
Figure 3: An overview of the supply chain for the aero engine components produced by GKN Aerospace. The box denoted “GKN Production” illustrates a typical path of a component on its way to completion, with three visits to the multitask cell (denoted MTC). The striped boxes represent operations performed outside the multitask cell and the numbers on the arcs indicate the order in which the routes are to be taken.

The parts that are ready to be processed in the multitask cell are those that are checked-in at the input conveyor but not yet mounted into a fixture at a set-up station. After the check-in, the parts are transported by a stocker crane to special storage locations inside the multitask cell. There are also storage areas inside the cell for parts that are already mounted into fixtures. Each part to be processed in the multitask cell follows a specific routing, which consists of three to seven so-called route operations through the set of resources, starting and ending by the mounting into and demounting out of a fixture at one of the three set-up stations. In most cases, the second route operation consists of the processing in one of the five multipurpose machines.

The planning system at GKN Aerospace—the ERP system (Enterprise Resource Planning)—provides two reports, which propose the job priorities. One report is based on the earliest due date (EDD) priority rule and the other is based on the first–in, first–out (FIFO) priority rule.

Despite recent organizational changes among the planning staff in the multitask cell, the current production planning of the cell still is manual, as described in [60, 84]. As each job is allowed to be processed only in a subset of the multitask machines, the planning is
not a simple task: For example, even though the processing machines are of the same type, they are not identical, and some of the machines have been rebuilt in order to be able to process larger components. Also, some machines are better able than others to repetitively produce components with very small deviations from target values, such as measurements of rotundity and thickness. For some products, the requirements on these measurements are very high, due to flight safety issues. Another reason why some jobs can only be processed in a subset of the machines is that some products are made of a different material, and the price paid by scrap dealers is much lower for mixed metal chips (the metal scrap from the turning process) than for sorted materials. This reason differs from the others, since it can be eliminated by either scheduling a cleaning operation in a machine between any two operations comprising parts made of different materials, or selling the metal chips at a lower price. As a consequence of the low product volumes and the immobile expensive machines, most of the components take different routes through the factory, such as the one illustrated in the box in Figure 3. For a manual planner it is therefore almost impossible to obtain a good overview of the planning situation.

As decision support, the planning personnel may use one of the two reports from the ERP system, or the job priorities based on a Critical Ratio (CR) supplied by the built-in control system of the production cell. Since the built-in scheduling CR priority dispatching rule has the benefit of being integrated into the control system, there is currently an interest to employ it in the multitask cell; in [39] it was, however, found to perform badly. Therefore we compared, in [86] (Paper III), the resulting schedules constructed by the CR and FIFO priority dispatching rules with our proposed scheduling method employing mathematical optimization.

The critical ratio at time $t$ of a job $j$ with due date $d_j$—as defined in the built-in control system of the multitask cell—is given by

$$CR_j(t) := \begin{cases} \min \text{ all operations} \left\{ \frac{1 + (d_j - t)(\#\text{machines})}{1 + \text{TRPT}} \right\}, & t < d_j, \\ \min \text{ all operations} \left\{ \frac{1}{1 + (t - d_j)(\#\text{machines})(1 + \text{TRPT})} \right\}, & t \geq d_j, \end{cases}$$

where ”TRPT” denotes the total remaining processing time of an operation of the job $j$, and $\#\text{machines}$ denotes the number of machines allowed to process the operation; see [86] (Paper III) for a precise definition. The job is given the minimum critical ratio among its operations, and the job possessing the lowest critical ratio at time $t$ is given the highest priority. When a job is late, i.e., when $t \geq d_j$, the job is given a higher priority, since the critical ratio is then decreased as the factor $\#\text{machines} > 1$ is moved from the numerator to the denominator in (1).

The FIFO priority dispatching rule process the jobs in the order in which they arrive at the machine. For the case of the multitask cell, it is not, however, that simple, since the jobs arrive to the entire production cell, and not to a single machine. In [86] (Paper III) the FIFO schedules were constructed such that at any time, the operation possessing the highest priority according to FIFO—and which is available for scheduling, regarding, for example,
precedence and fixture constraints—was scheduled in an allowed resource.

The problem of scheduling the operations in the multitask cell is classified as a flexible job shop scheduling problem (FJSP) in the operations research nomenclature. In the following subsection, this problem is described in more general terms.

2.2 Flexible job shop scheduling

The job shop scheduling problem is one of three classic shop scheduling problems, the other two being the flow shop and the open shop scheduling problems; see [16]. The job shop problem (JSP) is defined as that to find the optimal sequences for a given set of jobs on a given set of machines. Each job consists of a number of operations, which must be processed in a given order. The constraint indicating that one specific operation must precede another specific operation is called a precedence constraint. Associated with each operation is thus a job, a machine, and a processing time. The FJSP is an extension of the JSP, in the sense that an operation is allowed to be processed by any machine from a given subset of the machines; see [18, Chapter 4].

Since the JSP and the FJSP fall into the class of NP-complete problems (see Section 2.6), they are among the most difficult (in terms of the computational effort required) to solve. Therefore, a large number of solution approaches have been proposed in the operations research literature; see [13, 40] for surveys of job shop scheduling techniques. In Section 2.2.1 we describe exact scheduling techniques, such as mathematical optimization. In Sections 2.2.2 and 2.2.3 we describe the approximate scheduling techniques of metaheuristics and the simpler, however widely used, methods of priority dispatching rules, respectively.

2.2.1 Exact methods

Mathematical models of problems similar to the JSP have been proposed ever since the birth of mathematical optimization and integer programming (IP) in the middle of the 20th century, starting with Wagner ([92]), Bowman ([14]), and Manne ([49]). These formulations model the dimension of time in three different ways, which reflects their respective definitions of the decision variables.

In [49], Manne studied the problem of sequencing jobs with precedence constraints on a single machine. The jobs’ starting times are represented by integer variables [which may be represented by continuous variables, but Manne applied IP instead of mixed integer linear programming (MILP) (see [55] for an introduction to MILP)]. Another set of decision variables is defined as: \( y_{jq} := 1 \), if job \( j \) precedes job \( q \), and 0 otherwise. There are many examples of Manne models (i.e., using this type of variables) of the FJSP in the operations research literature, i.e., models that use this type of variables; see [43, 47, 51, 58, 69, 100]. In [86] (Paper I), we present a Manne model of the general FJSP, and in [80, Section 5.2] we formulate a Manne model for the problem of scheduling the multitask cell.

Wagner ([92]) considers the classical job shop problem, although calling it the machine-scheduling problem. Since solely the ordering of the jobs on each machine is considered,
the time dimension is implicitly treated. In this model, the binary decision variable equals 1 if the corresponding job is scheduled in a specific resource at a specific order-position, and 0 otherwise. See [45] for an example of a Wagner model of an FJSP.

A third way of modelling time is considered by Bowman ([14]), who denotes the classical job shop problem the schedule-sequencing problem. The planning period is divided into an integer number of time periods of equal length. The binary decision variables used by Bowman equal 1 if the corresponding job is processed by a specific resource during a specific time period, and 0 otherwise. A Bowman model for the FJSP can be found in [32] with an objective function including three types of costs derived from failing to meet the due dates, in-process inventory costs, and costs related to not fully completed orders. In [80], we present a Bowman model for the problem of scheduling the multitask cell.

The Bowman model is a so-called time-indexed formulation—it is based on a time discretization of the planning horizon. There are many other variants of time-indexed formulations of scheduling problems proposed in the operations research literature. For example, Pritsker et al. [63] propose a model for a multiproject scheduling problem, in which the binary decision variable equals 1 if the corresponding job is completed in a specific time period, and 0 otherwise. Another time-indexed formulation—in which a decision variable equals 1 if the corresponding job starts in a specific time period, and 0 otherwise (called nail variables in this thesis)—is found in [72], and more generally in [96] for production planning and scheduling problems. The formulations employing variables for each discrete time period lead to very large models in terms of numbers of variables and constraints, but formulations using nail variables typically yield better lower bounds than other MILP formulations of scheduling problems; see [90]. (This lower bound of a MILP model is the optimal objective value of the continuous relaxation of the model, i.e., in which the binary requirements of the variables are relaxed to a requirement that the variable value should be in the interval \([0, 1]\).)

In [59], the number of variables and constraints resulting from the Manne model, two variants of the Wagner model, and two variants of the Bowman model are studied for the JSP and two variants of flow shop problems. From the results of this investigation the author suggests that—in terms of the model sizes—the Manne model is the best formulation. The objective considered in ibid. is the minimization of the makespan, i.e., the minimization of the total processing time required, from the start of the first to the completion of the last job. In the evaluations performed in [24] for the FJSP, the Manne model of [58] was found to be the best in test. The objective studied was (again) the minimization of the makespan and the comparisons were made with one Wagner model, two other Manne models, and one Bowman model.

In previous work ([80]) we studied a Manne, a Bowman, and a time-indexed model employing nail variables for a special case of the multitask cell scheduling problem—scheduling the operations on the five multipurpose machines only. The time-indexed model employing nail variables (also presented in Section 3.3) outperformed by far the Manne and Bowman models with respect to both computation times and the sizes of the instances that could be solved to optimality using standard optimization software.
Other evaluations including time-indexed models with nail variables for closely related scheduling problems are [9] and [3]. In [9] a time-indexed model with nail variables outperformed two Manne models for a parallel machine scheduling problem with the objective of minimizing the sum of the weighted completion times. A principally opposite result was obtained in [3], where a Manne model outperformed a time-indexed model with nail variables for a JSP with non-fixed resource availability constraints and with the minimization of the makespan as objective. One explanation of the different outcomes may be that in [80] as well as in [9] a great effort is put on determining a suitable value of the time horizon, which has a huge impact on the numbers of variables and constraints in the model, and hence on its solvability. Even if a suitable value is set on the time horizon (and a suitable time step chosen), a time-indexed model often comprises many more variables and constraints than does the Manne models. Despite this, the time-indexed models employing nail variables are shown to be competitive—and even outperforming—the Manne models, especially when the objective includes tardiness and/or completion times; see [86] (Paper I).

Instead of solving the entire time-indexed model, the approach of column generation can help reducing the size of the problem (see [89]). It is, however, complicated to treat side constraints, such as precedence constraints between jobs and constraints for limited fixture availability, using column generation. Such restrictions are present in the problem of scheduling the multitask cell. The article [11] presents a solution approach based on column generation for solving a time-indexed formulation of a single-machine scheduling problem with the objective of minimizing the total weighted tardiness. In ibid. the time horizon is divided into subperiods, each of which is associated with a subproblem which is then solved using column generation.

In [86, 87, 88] (Papers I–III) we have developed a new methodology to tackle the problem concerning the possibly huge number of variables and constraints of the time-indexed model: an iterative solution procedure is applied, wherein the length of the time steps in the time-indexed model is decreased between iterations. In this way, the FJSP in the first iteration—with long time steps—is relatively easy, but the discretized representation of time implies that a feasible but often non-optimal solution is found. In each iteration, the FJSP is solved with an increasingly better accuracy, and the solution from the previous iteration is both used to determine the length of the time horizon and to serve as a starting solution for the coming iteration.

In [71] Sadykov and Wolsey combine the column generation approach with another exact method, namely constraint programming, for solving a multimachine scheduling problem without precedence constraints. Constraint programming seems to yield good results: in [7] constraint programming was employed to solve the FJSP with the objective of minimizing the makespan; the best known objective values of many benchmark test instances were then found after 10 minutes of computation time.

A way to improve the lower bounds of the optimal objective value sought is by employing Lagrangian relaxation; see [5, 56, 79], who study Lagrangian relaxations of a JSP, a hybrid flow shop scheduling problem, and an FJSP, respectively. In [42] a time-indexed formulation with nail variables is investigated in order to derive efficient lower bounds through
column generation and Lagrangian relaxation for a parallel machine scheduling problem. The Lagrangian relaxation of the resource constraints was found to yield the best lower bounds in the study.

The exact methods described above are often combined with so-called metaheuristics, in order to achieve good solutions to the scheduling problems in less time than what is typically required by exact methods. We describe a few such methods in the next section.

### 2.2.2 Metaheuristics

A lot of research is currently concentrated on obtaining an approximate solution to FJSPs through the application of heuristic methods. The references [2, 4, 15, 22, 41, 65, 77, 93, 97, 98] propose metaheuristics and are all published within the last three years. The algorithms proposed are typically hybrid algorithms, i.e., they combine different previously developed metaheuristics, such as genetic, tabu search, and artificial immune algorithms, to name but a few. According to the survey [38] the development of metaheuristics for the JSP started by the development of the shifting bottleneck heuristic by Adams et al. in 1988 [1]. This heuristic is still popular; see [52] for a variant for the FJSP, and [19] which combines the shifting bottleneck heuristic with a MILP model for the JSP.

Another approach for finding good solutions to the FJSP is to combine simulation models with metaheuristics; see, e.g., [75, 76], which are especially interesting since the case study in these articles is the multitask cell at GKN Aerospace. A more general description of the above-mentioned combination of methods is found in [74].

The major disadvantage of metaheuristics is that there is often no other stopping criteria than a maximum allowed number of iterations, or a maximum computation time. Further, no quality measure for a solution obtained, such as a lower bound on the optimal value, which is yielded by mathematical optimization methods (see Section 2.2.1), is provided. Therefore, the quality of any solutions obtained becomes unknown. Another weakness of the metaheuristics is that often there are several parameters that have to be carefully calibrated in order for the algorithms to produce good solutions in a reasonable time (see [38]). Comparisons between different metaheuristics often become invalid since they are usually performed from an unbalanced perspective: Typically, the approaches taken are presented with a set of very well calibrated parameter values, while other approaches included in the study for comparisons are employed using a standard parameter setting. The comparisons between metaheuristics are often performed employing public benchmark test instances. Such common instances of the FJSP are found in, for example, [7]. One way of measuring the quality of a metaheuristic is to compute the average objective value found over a number, say $N$, independent runs together with "best of $N$ runs", as done in [97]. This provides a measure of how repetitive the algorithm is.

As we have encountered instances which could not be solved to optimality, we have compared our results for public benchmark test instances in [86] (Paper I) with the best results obtained by constraint programming ([7]) and by an artificial immune algorithm ([4]). Within the computational testing of the instances collected from the multitask cell,
we have compared our results with schedules constructed by a few dispatching rules; see [84, 82, 80], and [88] (Paper III). The comparison with more elaborate metaheuristics is a subject for future research.

### 2.2.3 Priority dispatching rules

In the ERP system at GKN Aerospace reports containing the job priorities according to the EDD (earliest due date) and the FIFO (first-in, first-out) priority dispatching rules are available (see Section 2.1.3). Therefore, in [84, 82] we chose to compare our mathematical optimization methods with these rules. In [80, pp. 42–44] we also compared with the SPT (shortest processing time) priority dispatching rule.

In the scheduling literature over 100 dispatching rules are proposed (see [36, Chapter 15]). For an extensive summary of and a discussion on priority dispatching rules, see [12, 35]. See also [48] for some recently proposed dispatching rules. The dispatching rules are popular as they are easy to employ, but they consider only local and current conditions of a machine ([36, Chapter 15]). Since the best choice of which job to process at the current time in a given machine depends not only on the future jobs, but also on when the other machines are available, there is a lot to gain by employing methods that may take such information into account, such as metaheuristics or exact methods. Dispatching rules can be classified in various ways; a distinction can, for example, be made between static and dynamic rules ([61, Chapter 14]). Static rules are not time dependent as the FIFO priority rule. Dynamic rules are time dependent, i.e., the priorities change over time. The variant of the CR (Critical Ratio) rule that is built-in in the control system of the multitask cell, as defined in (1), is a dynamic rule.

In [6], the mean tardiness obtained by each of five dispatching rules are compared for FJSP instances with four levels of machine flexibility. The dispatching rules are the shortest processing time (SPT), the earliest due date (EDD), the most work remaining time (MWRT), the process time/total remaining time (PDR), and the minimum slack (MS).

In the recently published article [20], an algorithm using dispatching rules is developed for the FJSP with transfer batches and with the objective of minimizing the average tardiness. In [78] composite dispatching rules are generated using genetic programming and compared with known dispatching rules for the FJSP. In order to improve the results generated by metaheuristics, dispatching rules are often included, especially for generating initial solutions ([21]).

### 2.3 On the choice of objective function

The objective that is the most studied for scheduling problems is the minimization of the makespan; see [38]. The early work of Wagner ([92]), Bowman ([14]), and Manne ([49]) considers the minimization of the makespan. Other common objectives are related to the jobs’ earliness/tardiness and completion times, and/or inventory holding costs associated with the jobs. The objective in [32] is to minimize the sum of the costs associated with the
in-process inventory, with the earliness/tardiness, and with orders not fully completed at the
end of the scheduling horizon.

Eight out of the first ten recent references proposing metaheuristics for the FJSP listed in
Section 2.2.2 consider the minimization of the makespan, and the remaining two ([22, 65])
consider a multiobjective approach for minimizing the makespan, the total workload, and
the critical machine workload. In the FJSP instances solved in [22] and [65], the processing
times are resource-dependent, and therefore the total workload depends on to which
resource each operation is assigned.

Another objective is the minimization of the weighted quadratic tardiness, which is
employed in [79] for the FJSP. The benefit of using the square of the tardiness is that the
penalties for the jobs that are the most delayed then become much larger than the penalties
for the jobs that are only a little delayed.

Within the modelling framework of MILP, any linear objective that can be formulated
using the variables defined may be employed. In [86] (Paper I), we noted, however, a large
difference in the performance of the scheduling methods depending on which objective that
was considered. It is therefore of great importance that the evaluation of scheduling models
are made with respect to objective functions that are well suited for the real applications
for which they are intended. In ibid., we argue that the minimization of the makespan is
an unsuitable objective when considering a dynamic environment, in which there is a need
to repeatedly reschedule the job shop, which is the case in most industrial applications.
When employing the makespan objective, some jobs even risk never being processed, since
a job may repeatedly be scheduled as the last job in a set of subsequent schedules, if the
rescheduling is done before the last job in the previous schedule has started processing.
Another inconvenience of the minimization of the makespan is revealed if not all of the
jobs are available from the start; then, if the makespan is due to a very late release date
of one job, there will be a large set of optimal solutions, since there are many ways of
scheduling the remaining jobs without any impact on the objective value. Probably, some
of these optimal solutions will be regarded as better than others by practitioners. Hence the
makespan objective is indeed not a suitable objective for most real applications.

In most of our work, for example [86, 87, 88] (Papers I–III), we propose an objective
to minimize the weighted sum of the completion times and the total weighted tardiness,
which works well in a dynamic environment. The main objective is the minimization of the
total weighted tardiness. The term of the weighted sum of the completion times is included
such that the set of optimal solutions is decreased, and serves also as main objective when
all jobs can be processed in due time. In [87] (Paper II), we propose a means to compute
appropriate weights for the tardiness terms as functions of the due dates of the jobs. With
this definition, a delayed job is assigned a higher weight than a job that is less delayed, such
that the jobs that are the most delayed will preferably be scheduled as early as possible.

Few definitions of tardiness weights are more advanced than a constant function or a
randomly selected value from a predetermined interval, as done in [9, 62]. In [50], the values
4, 2 and 1 are assigned to the tardiness weights of the jobs whose associated customers are
considered to be of high, average, or low importance, respectively.
2.4 Dynamic scheduling

In most real manufacturing systems, the conditions in the workshops are unceasingly changing, with, for example, new jobs continuously arriving and unexpected machine breakdowns. The problem of scheduling in the presence of real-time events is called dynamic scheduling (57). The unexpected real-time events are classified into three categories (73), according to

- resource-related: e.g., machine breakdowns, operator illness, material deficiencies, and unavailability of tools,
- job-related: e.g., job cancellation, rush jobs, and early or late arrival of jobs, and
- disturbances related to the measurement of data: e.g., differences between actual and pre-calculated processing time, and capacity efficiency.

Examples of expected events are new jobs arriving, preventive maintenance of the resources, and holiday periods. Most of these expected and unexpected events are inevitable, and therefore a rescheduling policy is needed. In the survey [57] of dynamic scheduling, three dynamic scheduling policies are described: periodic, event-driven, and hybrid. The periodic and hybrid policies are also known as rolling time horizon policies. In the periodic policy, schedules are generated at fixed, regular intervals, such that the dynamic scheduling problem is decomposed into a series of static problems. In the event-driven policy, a rescheduling is triggered as a response to each unexpected event. In a hybrid policy, rescheduling is periodically performed with respect to a rolling time horizon, but whenever there is an urgent event (e.g., a machine break-down), a rescheduling is immediately performed. The rescheduling policy that we propose for the scheduling of the multitask cell is the hybrid policy; see [87, 88] (Paper II–III).

Apart from our work on dynamic scheduling for the FJSP, the only work found in the literature concerning this problem is Fattahi and Fallahi [25], in which the problem is named DFJSP. The objective employed in ibid. is the weighted sum of the makespan and a so-called “stability factor” originally proposed in [67]. The first additive term of the stability factor is the total deviation of the jobs’ starting times in a new schedule from those corresponding to the previous schedule. The second (and last) term of this factor is a penalty associated with the total deviation of the jobs’ starting times from the current time. In [25] a mathematical model is presented and the optimal objective values including the stability factor obtained when solving the mathematical model are compared with the those obtained by a proposed genetic algorithm.

2.5 Flexible job shop scheduling with side constraints

In order to reflect the reality of the multitask cell, some side constraints that are not present in the standard version of the FJSP may need to be included. As such side constraints usually make the scheduling problem even more complex, we have included them one at a time, as our scheduling procedure has evolved. The side constraints included in the scheduling of the multitask cell so far regard (with our earliest reference within parentheses):
a) the machine release dates ([84]),

b) precedence relations between jobs—with a time lag ([84]),

c) a limited fixture availability ([85]),

d) the possibility to schedule operations with unmanned processing during night shifts ([88], Paper III), and

e) the scheduling of preventive maintenance (PM) activities simultaneously with the processing jobs ([81]).

The inclusion of machine release dates (Item a) are due to the fact that the ongoing production in the multitask cell occupies some of the resources at the start of the schedule.

Regarding Item b, the literature regards typically precedence constraints between operation, possibly with time lags, and not between jobs as our modelling of the multitask cell. In [23], a parallel genetic algorithm is presented for an FJSP incorporating sequence-dependent setup times, attached or detached setup times, machine release dates, and time lag requirements between operations. In ibid., a Wagner MILP model is also presented, though not solved. The PhD thesis [99] concerns scheduling with time lags between operations. If a number of jobs having precedence relations are considered as one longer job, the time lags are between operations. However, our early decomposition approach of the problem of scheduling the multitask cell (see Section 3.3) made such a union of jobs impossible, and later, our constraints for limited fixture availability (Item c) are constructed such that one job occupies a fixture throughout all its operations, and hence the precedence constraints between jobs are convenient.

To our knowledge, the only published work concerning an FJSP including a limited fixture availability are [64] and [75]; both describe simulation-based scheduling approaches; the latter studies the multitask cell at GKN Aerospace and includes also unmanned night shifts (Item d).

We are the first to propose a mathematical model for an FJSP including the opportunity to schedule unmanned processes during night shifts ([88], Paper III). A similar problem arises in the scheduling of personnel with varying skills working in shifts; see [91] for a recent survey over this field of research.

The constraints required for the scheduling of PM activities (Item e) are often called availability constraints in the literature. In [28], the availability constraints are categorized into two types: fixed and non-fixed. Fixed availability constraints correspond to scheduling the maintenance activities beforehand and blocking the respective resources during the corresponding time window; see [53]. In ibid., two objectives are simultaneously considered: the minimization of the makespan for the production part and the minimization of the system unavailability for the maintenance part. For our problem of scheduling the multitask cell, non-fixed availability constraints are considered, i.e., the starting time of the unavailable period is flexible within a time window and is determined during the scheduling procedure ([81], [87] (Paper II), and [88] (Paper III)). Other work considering the FJSP with non-fixed availability constraints are [28, 66, 94]; three criteria are employed in each of the three papers: the makespan, the total workload, and the critical machine workload,
and a hybrid genetic algorithm, a filtered beam search algorithm, and a GRASP algorithm, respectively, is proposed.

2.6 Computational complexity

Scheduling problems such as flow shop, job shop, and open shop problems have been known to be NP-complete since the mid seventies ([30]). An NP-complete or NP-hard problem is such that no algorithm exists (unless P=NP) that in polynomial time is able to solve all possible instances of the problem ([29]). Hence, the solution time risks to increase exponentially with the number of jobs. The difference between the notions NP-hard and NP-complete is that NP-hard problems are at least as hard as NP-complete problems; see [29, p. 109].

2.6.1 On the complexity of the FJSP

Let us consider the problem of scheduling a single machine with the objective to minimize the weighted tardiness. Using the $\alpha|\beta|\gamma$-notation introduced in [34], this problem can then be described as $1||\sum w_jT_j$. The first field, $\alpha$, specifies the machine environment, where $F$, $J$, and $O$ denote flow shop, job shop, and open shop, respectively. These notations can be combined with, e.g., $P$ and $MPM$, which denote identical parallel machines, and multipurpose machines, respectively, and a number $k$, representing the number of machines. The $\beta$-field is used to describe the job characteristics. There can be at most six elements in this field, for example $prec$, $r_j$, or $d_j$ for precedence constraints, release dates, and due dates, respectively, to name a few elements relevant to the problems studied in this thesis. The last field in this notation is the $\gamma$-field which is used to describe the optimality criterion. The most common objective functions are the makespan ($\gamma = C_{max}$), the total completion times ($\gamma = \sum w_jC_j$), and the weighted tardiness ($\gamma = \sum w_jT_j$). Note that the summation indices are left out. For further explanation of the $\alpha|\beta|\gamma$-notation; see, e.g., [16]. The tardiness is defined as $T_j := \max\{0, C_j - d_j\}$, where $C_j$ denotes the completion time, and $d_j$ the due date of job $j$. The problem $1||\sum w_jT_j$ is NP-complete as it can be reduced to a knapsack problem ([46]). Further, the problem $1||\sum w_jT_j$ as well as $1|r_j||\sum w_jC_j$ are NP-hard in the strong sense ([16, Chapter 4]).

The single machine scheduling problem is a special case of the flow shop scheduling problem, which is, in turn, a special case of the JSP, since the ordering of the operations is the same for all the jobs in a flow shop problem. Finally, the JSP is a special case of the FJSP, as the set of available machines for each job in the FJSP is reduced to one machine in the JSP.

The problem of scheduling the multitask cell is, using the $\alpha|\beta|\gamma$-notation described as $JMPM10|prec; r_j; d_j||\sum(w_jC_j + w_jT_j)$. This is, however, not a description of the complete problem, since none of the side constraints mentioned in Section 2.5 are included in this notation. Since both the single machine problems $1||\sum w_jT_j$ and $1|r_j||\sum w_jC_j$ are special cases of the scheduling problem studied in this thesis, we can conclude that the problem of scheduling the multitask cell is NP-hard. In [17], it is shown that the FJSP (there
denoted the *multipurpose machine job shop problem* with the objective of minimizing the makespan is NP-hard for instances with at least three jobs and at least two machines.

2.6.2 On the complexity of flow shop problems with deteriorating jobs

In [30], the flow shop problem with the objective of minimizing the makespan was proven to be NP-complete for instances with three or more machines. It was also shown that the flow shop problem with the objective of minimizing the mean flow time, i.e., the sum of the jobs’ completion times, and the job shop problem with the makespan criterion, are NP-complete for instances with two or more machines.

In [83] (Paper IV), we present a proof of NP-hardness for flow shop problems for which the processing time of each job equals a deterioration rate times the job’s starting time. It is a note on an article by Mosheiov in 2002 [54], in which the proof regarding the complexity of a flow shop problem with deteriorating jobs is incorrect. We provide a correct proof of the statement that this problem is NP-hard for instances with three or more machines, when the objective is to minimize the makespan.

During the work with this note, it came to our notice that a correct proof, of an even stronger result, was published already in 1996 by Kononov, however, in Russian; see [44]. This proof is summarized in [83] (Paper IV). We noted, however, while tracing the citation history of the respective proofs by Mosheiov and Kononov, that the incorrect proof by Mosheiov [54, Theorem 2] was by far the one most often cited. Furthermore, it is questioned in [70] whether or not the result by Kononov is stronger than the one published in [83] (Paper IV); see [70] in which it is stated that the complexity status of the 4P product problem, which is used in the proof by Kononov, is still an open issue.

3 The development of the mathematical models: A work diary

The problem of scheduling the multitask cell is described in Section 3.1. The notation used in the problem formulations is summarized in Table 1. At the beginning of this project, we formulated a Manne model of the FJSP defined by the scheduling of the multitask production cell, without any knowledge of the original Manne model from 1960 ([49]). Therefore, we denoted this model “the full engineer’s model” since the variable definitions are somewhat intuitive and the fact that we modeled the whole (that is, full) problem. This model is presented in Section 3.2.

Since the computation times for the full engineer’s model were too long for practical utilization, the scheduling problem was decomposed into two subproblems; this decomposition is described in Section 3.3, where a time-indexed model is formulated for the problem of scheduling the multipurpose machines. In Section 3.4, we discuss the choice of the time horizon and the lengths of the time steps used in the time-indexed model. The inclusion of side constraints and their impact on the computation times are discussed in Section 3.5. A discussion on objective weights and schedule robustness is presented in Section 3.6, and finally, in Section 3.7, some additional computational results are presented.
Table 1: Nomenclature

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sets</th>
<th>Descriptions</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>( N_j )</td>
<td>set of operations of job ( j ); ( i \in N_j )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( J )</td>
<td>set of jobs; ( j \in J )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( J^{\text{maint}} )</td>
<td>set of preventive maintenance tasks; ( j \in J^{\text{maint}} )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( Q )</td>
<td>set of pairs of jobs with precedence constraints; ( (j,q) \in Q )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( K )</td>
<td>set of machines; ( k \in K )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( K^{\text{MPM}} )</td>
<td>set of multipurpose machines; ( K^{\text{MPM}} \subset K )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( K^{\text{setup}} )</td>
<td>set of set-up stations; ( k \in K^{\text{setup}} )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( M_{ij} )</td>
<td>set of machines allowed to process operation ( i ) of job ( j )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( T )</td>
<td>set of time steps; ( u \in T )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( F )</td>
<td>set of fixture types; ( f \in F )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( S_f )</td>
<td>set of jobs that use fixture of type ( f ); ( j \in S_f \subset J )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( P )</td>
<td>set of night shifts; ( n \in P )</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameters Descriptions</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>( n_j )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( \lambda_{ijk} )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( p_{ij} )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( p_{ij}^{\text{pm}} )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( \tilde{d}_j )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( d_j )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( a_k )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( a_k )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( r_j )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( r_j^{\text{MPM}} )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( w )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( v_{jq} )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( v_{jq}^{\text{pm}} )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( \ell )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( T )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( M )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( \alpha_j )</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
3.1 The problem description

The problem of scheduling the multitask cell is also described in detail in [87] (Paper II) and in [80, Chapter 5]. See Section 2.1 for a description on the products, the machines, and the current production planning of the multitask cell. The conditions for scheduling the multitask cell without the side constraints regarding PM activities, fixture availability, and unmanned night shifts, are summarized as follows:

1. Job \( j \) has \( n_j \) operations that must be processed according to a predefined sequence.
2. The operations \( i \in \mathcal{N}_j = \{1, \ldots, n_j\} \) of each job \( j \in \mathcal{J} \) are non-preemptive, i.e., the operations have to be completed once started processing.
3. Only when \( \lambda_{ijk} = 1 \), operation \( i \) of job \( j \) is allowed to be processed in resource \( k \) (i.e., when \( k \in \mathcal{M}_{ij} \subseteq K \)).
4. Resource \( k \in K \) is available for processing at time \( \tilde{a}_k \) and onwards in time.
5. A job can not start processing before its release date \( r_j \).
6. Some jobs \((j, q) \in Q \subseteq \mathcal{J} \times \mathcal{J}\) are subject to precedence constraints with a time lag \( v_{jq} \), i.e., job \( q \) may not start before \( v_{jq} \) time units after job \( j \) is finished.

The parts that are ready to be processed from start are those that are checked-in but not yet mounted into a fixture; the release dates \( r_j \) of the corresponding jobs are set to zero. The release date of each remaining job to be scheduled corresponds to the time of the expected arrival of the corresponding part at the multitask cell. In the models presented in this section, the release dates are given for entire jobs only. In the models developed later, i.e., those in [86, 87, 88] (Papers I–III), the release dates for all operations within a job are utilized, since this showed to shorten the computation times. The release date of job \( j \) is then assigned to operation 1 of job \( j \), as \( r_{1j} := r_j \), and, accordingly, \( r_{ij} := r_{i-1,j} + p_{i-1,j}, \) \( i = 2, \ldots, n_j \), since this is the earliest possible starting time of the operation. In Papers I–III, the time \( w \) for transporting any product between the resources inside the multitask cell is neglected in this formula, since \( w \) is only a few minutes long and hence small in comparison with most processing times, which range from 0.5 hours to approximately 23 hours. Similarly, a parameter \( \delta_{ij} \) representing the total remaining processing time of job \( j \) at the start of operation \( i \) is introduced in the models presented in Papers I–III. Then, \( \delta_{n_{ij}} := p_{n_{ij}} + v_{jq} + \sum_{r \in \mathcal{N}_q} p_{rq} \) for \((j, q) \in Q \) (see Item 6 above) and \( \delta_{n_{ij}} := p_{n_{ij}} \) if no job precedes job \( j \) on the same component, and \( \delta_{ij} := \delta_{i+1,j} + p_{ij}, i = n_j - 1, \ldots, 1. \)

The precedence relations between jobs with a time lag in Item 6 above arise due to the fact that the products typically visit the multitask cell multiple times on their way to completion. In Figure 3, the processing performed outside of the multitask cell (illustrated by the striped boxes) corresponds to the time lag \( v_{jq} \). For example, after the completion of processing a job \( j \) in the multitask cell, the corresponding part may have to be welded and heat treated during \( v_{jq} \) time units before returning to the multitask cell for processing job \( q \).
3.2 The full engineer’s model

The full engineer’s model is published in [80, model (4) in Chapter 5]. In order to streamline the notation in this thesis with that in [86, 87, 88] (Papers I–III), it differs slightly from the notation used in [80]. The variables used in our formulation of the full engineer’s model are thus:

\[ t_{ij} := \text{the starting time of operation } i \text{ of job } j, \]
\[ C_j := \text{the completion time of job } j \quad (C_j = t_{n_j,j} + p_{n_j,j}), \]
\[ T_j := \text{the tardiness of job } j \quad (T_j = \max \{0; C_j - \bar{d}_j\}), \]
\[ z_{ijk} := \begin{cases} 1, & \text{if operation } i \text{ of job } j \text{ is allocated to resource } k, \\ 0, & \text{otherwise,} \end{cases} \]
\[ y_{iji'j'k} := \begin{cases} 1, & \text{if operation } i \text{ of job } j \text{ is processed before operation } i' \text{ of job } j' \text{ on resource } k, \\ 0, & \text{otherwise,} \end{cases} \]

for \( i \in N_j, \quad i' \in N_j', \quad j, j' \in J, \quad \text{such that } (i, j) \neq (i', j'), \quad \text{and } k \in K. \)

Given the parameters and sets defined in Table 1, the full engineer’s model for the problem to schedule the multitask cell is formulated as that to

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{minimize} & \quad \sum_{j \in J} (\alpha_j C_j + \beta_j T_j - \epsilon t_{1j}), \\
\text{subject to} & \quad \sum_{k \in K} z_{ijk} = 1, \quad i \in N_j, \quad j \in J, \quad (2a) \\
& \quad z_{ijk} \leq \lambda_{ijk}, \quad i \in N_j, \quad j \in J, \quad k \in K, \quad (2b) \\
& \quad y_{iji'j'k} + y_{iji'j'k} \leq z_{ijk}, \quad i \in N_j, \quad i' \in N_j', \quad j, j' \in J, \quad (i, j) \neq (i', j'), \quad k \in K, \quad (2c) \\
& \quad y_{iji'j'k} + y_{iji'j'k} + 1 \geq z_{ijk} + z_{ij'j'k}, \quad i \in N_j, \quad i' \in N_j', \quad j, j' \in J, \quad (i, j) \neq (i', j'), \quad k \in K, \quad (2d) \\
& \quad t_{ij} + p_{ij} - M(1 - y_{iji'j'k}) \leq t_{ij}, \quad i \in N_j, \quad i' \in N_j', \quad j, j' \in J, \quad (i, j) \neq (i', j'), \quad k \in K, \quad (2e) \\
& \quad t_{ij} + p_{ij} + w \leq t_{i+1,j}, \quad i \in N_j \setminus \{n_j\}, \quad j \in J, \quad (2f) \\
& \quad t_{ij} \geq r_j, \quad j \in J, \quad (2g) \\
& \quad t_{ij} \geq \tilde{a}_k z_{ijk}, \quad j \in J, \quad k \in K, \quad (2h) \\
& \quad t_{iq} \geq C_j + v_{jq}, \quad (j, q) \in Q, \quad (2i) \\
& \quad C_j - t_{n_j,j} = p_{n_j,j}, \quad j \in J, \quad (2j) \\
& \quad T_j \geq C_j - \bar{d}_j, \quad j \in J, \quad (2k) \\
& \quad T_j \geq 0, \quad j \in J, \quad (2l)
\end{align*}
\]
The constraints (2b) ensure that each operation is processed exactly once, and the constraints (2c) make sure that each operation is scheduled on an allowed resource. If operation \( i \) of job \( j \) and operation \( i' \) of job \( j' \) are to be performed on the same machine, then the constraints (2d) regulate that at most one of the variables \( y_{iji'j'k} \) and \( y_{i'j'ijk} \) may possess the value 1, while the constraints (2e) ensure that at least one of the variables \( y_{iji'j'k} \) and \( y_{i'j'ijk} \) must possess the value 1. Hence, if operation \( i \) of job \( j \) precedes operation \( i' \) of job \( j' \) in resource \( k \), then operation \( i' \) of job \( j' \) cannot precede operation \( i \) of job \( j \), and vice versa.

Furthermore, the constraints (2f) make sure that the starting time of operation \( i' \) of job \( j' \) is scheduled after the completion of the previous operation performed in the same resource. The parameter \( M \) is a big number, whose purpose is to relax the constraints whenever \( y_{iji'j'k} \) is valued 0, i.e., when the operations are not scheduled for processing in the same resource. In [80, Chapter 6], an analysis on the impact of different values of \( M \) on the computation time is given. Although somewhat ambiguous, the results indicates that \( M \) should be chosen as small as possible, yet at least as large as the planning horizon.

Generally in scheduling problems, the constraints \( t_{ij'} + p_{ij'} - My_{iji'j'k} \leq t_{ij} \), being symmetric to the constraints (2f), are required, as e.g., in [58], but these become redundant here since the variables \( y_{iji'j'k} \) and \( y_{i'j'ijk} \) are regulated by the inequalities (2d) and (2e). However, in [58], Özgüven et al. defined the variables \( y_{iji'j'k} \) only for \( j < j' \). This restriction in the definition of the variables \( y_{iji'j'k} \) is not possible to employ simultaneously with the constraints (2d) and (2e). While developing our so-called alternative model in [86] (Paper I), which is a slightly improved version of the model in [58], preliminary tests with benchmark test instances indicated that the computation times needed when using the two symmetric constraints were shorter than when employing the constraints (2d)–(2f).

The computational testing of the full engineer’s model was somewhat discouraging: the computation time (clock time) needed to solve a test instance with 15 jobs to optimum was
about three months. This test was carried out on a 4Gb quad-core Intel Xeon 3.2 GHz system using AMPL-CPLEX 12.1.0 [27, 37] as optimization software. Now—three years later—and with access to hardware with more memory and more parallel threads, namely two 2.66GHz Intel Xeon X5650 processors, each with six cores (24 threads), and a total memory of 48 Gbytes of RAM, we rerun this test instance: it took as long as ten minutes for CPLEX to find the first feasible solution, and after 15 minutes, the \textit{mipgap} was 10.6%. We stopped the calculations after four hours, when the \textit{mipgap} had only decreased to 7.2%. Obviously, it is still not possible to use this model for practical purposes.

3.3 The problem decomposition and the time-indexed machining model

Since the computation times for the full engineer’s model (2) were too long for practical utilization, the scheduling problem was decomposed into two subproblems. The first subproblem, henceforth called the \textit{machining problem}, is to find an optimal sequence of operations for each of the five multipurpose machines, i.e., for all \( k \in K^{MPM} \). The main reason for this choice of decomposition was of a practical nature: that the workload on these resources is much higher than that on the others. Another reason was that, at the time, the second operation of each job was always performed in a multipurpose machine, and that there was only one visit to a multipurpose machine per job. Hence all the precedence constraints between jobs remained the same, and the whole problem could be reduced to the machining problem by simply leaving out the index for the operations \((i)\) since \( N^j = \{2\}, j \in J \), in the machining problem. The second subproblem, henceforth called the \textit{feasibility problem}, is to generate a feasible schedule for all ten resources, with an optimal (from the solution to the machining problem) sequence for each of the five multipurpose machines as input data. In [80], we developed and compared, for the machining problem, a Manne model, a Bowman model, and a time-indexed model employing nail variables. The feasibility problem was then solved by a Manne model (almost identical to the full engineer’s model). Since the sequence of jobs on the multipurpose machines was provided by the solution to the machining problem, the computation time needed to solve the feasibility problem was not an issue—at least in the beginning. The time-indexed model outperformed all the other models developed and tested regarding the computation time required to solve the machining instances and also regarding which instance sizes they were able to solve within a reasonable computation time.

Since the Manne model for the machining problem is similar to the full engineer’s model (2), and the corresponding Bowman model turned out to perform as well (or bad) as the Manne model, we formulate here only the time-indexed model with nail variables.

The planning horizon for the schedule is divided into \( T + 1 \) time steps, each of length \( \ell \) hours; see Figure 4. We let \( T := \{0, 1, \ldots, T\} \) denote the set of time steps. The value of the parameter \( T \) has to be large enough such that the planning horizon of \((T+1)\ell \) hours contains

---

\textsuperscript{1}The \textit{mipgap} is defined as the relative difference between the best lower bound \( LB \) and the best objective value \( z \) found. The definition used by CPLEX for version 12 is: \textit{mipgap} := \( \frac{|z - LB|}{|z + LB|} \) \cdot 100\% (for version 10.1.0, the denominator was defined as 1 + |LB|)
an optimal schedule. Later, when the models presented in [86, 87, 88] (Papers I–III) were developed, we redefined the end of the planning horizon, such that the horizon ends at time $T\ell$ hours. Here, in this work diary, we would like to present the time-indexed model for the machining model as originally defined in [80], and therefore we use the former definition here.

The variables needed to formulate the time-indexed model with nail variables for the machining problem are, besides $C_j$ and $T_j$ for completion times and tardiness, defined in Section 3.2,

$$x_{jku} = \begin{cases} 
1, & \text{if the processing of operation 2 of job } j \text{ starts at resource } k \text{ at the beginning of time interval } u, \\
0, & \text{otherwise}, 
\end{cases} \quad j \in J, \ k \in K^{\text{MPM}}, \ u \in \mathcal{T}. $$

In the time-indexed model, all time-related parameters have to be expressed in integer multiples of time steps. In order to maintain the feasibility of every solution to the resulting model, this means that the real original values of the processing times, release dates, machine availability, and the time lag between jobs must be scaled and rounded up, while the due dates have to be scaled and truncated.

Since the machining problem includes the problem of finding an optimal sequence of jobs on each of the five multipurpose machines, the definitions of some parameters also need to be altered slightly. For example, the release date $r_j^{\text{MPM}}$ for job $j$ in the machining problem is composed by the actual release date $r_j$, the processing time $p_{1j}$ of the first operation (mounting the part into a fixture), and the internal transportation time $w$, before it is scaled and rounded up, i.e.,

$$r_j^{\text{MPM}} := \left\lceil \frac{1}{\ell} \left( r_j + p_{1j} + w \right) \right\rceil, \quad j \in \mathcal{J}. \quad (3a) $$

The definition of a job’s completion time should reflect the completion time of the last operation of the job. Therefore, a new parameter representing the processing of the post-machining operations and the corresponding internal transports is needed in the formulation:

$$p_j^{\text{pm}} := \left\lceil \frac{1}{\ell} \left( \sum_{i=2}^{n_j} p_{ij} + (n_j - 2)w \right) \right\rceil, \quad j \in \mathcal{J}. \quad (3b) $$

The time lag is redefined as the time required between the start of the machining operation
of job \( j \) and the start of the machining operation of job \( q \), according to
\[
v_{jq}^{pm} := \left\lceil \frac{1}{\ell} \left( p_{j2} + p_{jq}^{pm} + v_{jq} + p_{1q} + w \right) \right\rceil, \quad (j, q) \in \mathcal{Q}. \tag{3c}
\]
The remaining parameters are then redefined according to
\[
\lambda_{jk} := \lambda_{2jk}; \quad a_k := \left\lceil \frac{\tilde{a}_k}{\ell} \right\rceil, j \in \mathcal{J}, k \in \mathcal{K}_{\text{MPM}}, \tag{3d}
\]
\[
p_{j}^{\text{MPM}} := \left\lceil \frac{p_{j2}}{\ell} \right\rceil; \quad d_j := \left\lfloor \frac{\tilde{d}_j}{\ell} \right\rfloor, j \in \mathcal{J}. \tag{3e}
\]
The time-indexed model for the machining problem employing nail variables was developed using findings presented in [96]. It is formulated as that to
\[
\text{minimize} \quad \sum_{j \in \mathcal{J}} \left( \alpha_j C_j + \beta_j T_j \right), \tag{4a}
\]
subject to
\[
\sum_{k \in \mathcal{K}_{\text{MPM}}} \sum_{u \in \mathcal{T}} x_{jku} = 1, \quad j \in \mathcal{J}, \tag{4b}
\]
\[
\sum_{u \in \mathcal{T}} x_{jku} \leq \lambda_{jk}, \quad j \in \mathcal{J}, k \in \mathcal{K}_{\text{MPM}}, \tag{4c}
\]
\[
\sum_{j \in \mathcal{J}} \sum_{\nu=(u-p_{jq}^{\text{PM}}+1)+}^{u} x_{jku} \leq 1, \quad k \in \mathcal{K}_{\text{MPM}}, u \in \mathcal{T}, \tag{4d}
\]
\[
\sum_{k \in \mathcal{K}_{\text{MPM}}} \left( \sum_{\mu=0}^{u} \sum_{\nu=0}^{u+c_{jq}^{\text{PM}}} x_{jku} \right) \geq 0, \quad u = 0, \ldots, T - v_{jq}^{\text{PM}}, \quad (j, q) \in \mathcal{Q}, \tag{4e}
\]
\[
x_{jku} = 0, \quad u = T - v_{jq}^{\text{PM}}, \ldots, T, \quad (j, q) \in \mathcal{Q}, k \in \mathcal{K}_{\text{MPM}}, \tag{4f}
\]
\[
\sum_{k \in \mathcal{K}_{\text{MPM}}} \sum_{u \in \mathcal{T}} u x_{jku} + p_{jq}^{\text{PM}} = C_j, \quad j \in \mathcal{J}, \tag{4g}
\]
\[
C_j - T_j \leq d_j, \quad j \in \mathcal{J}, \tag{4h}
\]
\[
T_j \geq 0, \quad j \in \mathcal{J}, \tag{4i}
\]
\[
x_{jku} = 0, \quad u = 0, \ldots, \max\{r_{j}^{\text{MPM}}; a_k\}, \quad (j, q) \in \mathcal{Q}, k \in \mathcal{K}_{\text{MPM}}, \tag{4j}
\]
\[
x_{jku} \in \{0,1\}, \quad j \in \mathcal{J}, k \in \mathcal{K}_{\text{MPM}}, u \in \mathcal{T}, \tag{4k}
\]
where \((s)_+ := \max\{s, 0\}, s \in \mathbb{R}\). The constraints (4b) ensure that every machining operation (i.e., every job in this model) is processed exactly once, and the constraints (4c) make sure that each machining operation is scheduled in an allowed resource. The constraints
(4d) regulate that at most one operation at a time is scheduled in each resource. The constraints (4e)–(4f) ensure that the machining operation of job \( j \) is scheduled to start at least the planned lead time of \( t_{j}^{\text{PM}} \) time steps before the start of the machining operation of job \( q \), whenever \((j, q) \in Q\). The constraints (4g)–(4i) define the completion times, \( C_j \) and the tardiness, \( T_j \) (the function of these constraints rely on positive objective weights, i.e., \( \alpha_j > 0 \) and \( \beta_j > 0 \)). The constraints (4j) make sure that no machining operation is scheduled on resource \( k \) before its release date or before the resource is available. During the development of the time-indexed model presented in [86] (Paper I), we discovered an error in the constraints (4j): the range for \( u \) should be \( u = 0, \ldots, \max\{r_{j}^{\text{PM}} - 1; a_k - 1\} \), as an operation may start processing at time \( r_{j}^{\text{PM}} \) or \( a_k \) if \( a_k > r_{j}^{\text{PM}} \). This was discovered as we had trouble feeding the model with a starting solution. Finally, the constraints (4k) impose binary restrictions on the variables.

3.4 On the choice of the time horizon and the length of the time steps

As both the number of variables and constraints in a time-indexed model depend on the total number of time steps, the choices of values for \( T \) and \( \ell \) are of great importance. The best values of \( T \) and \( \ell \) to use depend on the instance to be solved. The value of \( T \) should be as small as possible, but large enough such that the time interval defined by the set \( \{0, \ldots, T\} \) contains an optimal schedule. Since the makespan of the optimal schedule of a problem instance is not known beforehand, a suitable value of \( T \) is not easy to determine. In fact, even if this value is known, we could not use it without feeding the solver with a starting solution, since the time required for the optimization software to find the first feasible solution then risks being too long for practical purposes.

The length of the time step \( \ell \) is equally important as the value of \( T \). The solutions found by the time-indexed model are approximate as all data are either rounded up or truncated to the nearest integer multiple of \( \ell \), as in (3). The value of \( \ell \) should be as small as possible—the best would of course be if no parameters were rounded—but large enough such that the computation time needed to solve the model is within a time frame that is acceptable for the practical purpose.

For the comparison of the three variants of the machining model presented in [80], a greedy heuristic was constructed in order to find a good feasible schedule as well as a suitable value of \( T \). The machining model was then solved directly with one call of the optimization solver. In order to decrease the gap between the optimal objective value sought and the approximate objective value obtained by the time-indexed model,—the approximation level being due to the chosen value of \( \ell — a \text{squeezing procedure} \) for postprocessing the solutions using original, non-approximated data was developed. This procedure was then used in [86] (Paper I) and [88] (Paper III). The squeezing procedure retains the ordering of the operations on each resource, but the starting time of each operation is recalculated such that it is scheduled as early as possible, however, without violating any constraints, such as precedence or release date constraints.

The effect of using the squeezing procedure is substantial, especially for large values
of $\ell$. In [80, Section 6], the squeezed schedules from the time-indexed model (4) for the machining problem with $\ell \in \{0.25h, 0.5h, 1h, 2h\}$ were compared for a set of test instances of various sizes. Only the results from the model with $\ell = 2h$ differed significantly from the others, for which the mean relative difference was less than 0.04% over the instances solved; see Figure 5.

![Figure 5: The mean differences between the relative objective values of the squeezed schedules obtained from the optimal solutions found using the time-indexed model (4) for $\ell \in \{0.25h, 0.5h, 1h, 2h\}$. The model (4) with $\ell = 0.25h$ is compared with the objective values obtained with the Manne model for the machining problem, while the model (4) with $\ell > 0.25h$ is compared with the same model with $\ell = 0.25h$.](image)

During the work with [88] (Paper III) we calculated the relative difference between the objective value of the squeezed and the non-squeezed solutions for some instances. Since the model in Paper III includes the side constraints for the possibility to perform unmanned processing during night shifts, the gain of employing the squeezing procedure is even larger than for the case when these side constraints are excluded. For a set of twelve instances with $\ell = 4h$, the average relative difference between the objective value of the squeezed and the non-squeezed solution was 45%, while for a set of nine instances with $\ell = 0.5h$, the average relative difference was only 3.6%.

Since the results for the machining model with nail variables were very encouraging (see Figure 8 in Section 3.7) we moved on to once again tackle the whole problem of simultaneously scheduling the ten resources of the multitask cell. As it turned out, it was necessary to abandon our decomposition approach, since the definition of the jobs in the multitask cell changed such that the second operation was no longer always performed in one of the multipurpose machines, and some jobs included two or even three visits to these machines. Moreover, it turned out that it is very complicated to include the side constraints regarding a limited fixture availability (see [85]) in the decomposed model.
As our scope was extended to include more side constraints and all operations of the jobs in the mathematical model, the heuristic developed for determining a good feasible solution and the planning horizon needed to be altered. As we had noticed that the instances often could be solved in very short time for large values of $\ell$, we instead developed an iterative procedure, in which the time-indexed model is repeatedly solved for diminishing values of $\ell$, i.e., with an increasing accuracy. In each iteration the solution from the previous iteration is used as a starting solution and its makespan is used to determine the value of $T$ for the next iteration. As the iterative procedure turned out to work well we abandoned the heuristic.

In [88], in the first iteration, the value $T := \sum_{j \in J} \sum_{i \in N_j} p_{ij}$ is chosen along with a large value of $\ell$. See [86, 87, 88] (Papers I–III) for further descriptions of the iterative procedure.

### 3.5 The inclusion of side constraints

Since side constraints usually complicate an optimization problem, we have included them one at a time, as we have become ready for new challenges. In the previous sections, we have discussed the side constraints defined by the machine release dates [e.g., (4j)] and precedence constraints between jobs with a required time lag [e.g., (4e)–(4f)].

#### 3.5.1 Limited fixture availability

Figure 6 shows a part mounted into a fixture at one of the three set-up stations of the multitask cell. Each part is mounted into a fixture through all the operations of a job, and since the number of each fixture type is limited, these side constraints are necessary for a schedule to be practically applicable in the multitask cell. When first including the side constraints defined by the limited fixture availability in the time-indexed model of the machining problem ([85]), the computation times became on average 23 times longer when the model was solved directly. For the full scheduling problem, and with three iterations of the iterative procedure, the difference in computation times decreased such that the times required to find an optimal solution became on average nine times longer when the limited fixture availability was considered.

#### 3.5.2 Preventive maintenance activities

If, in addition to the processing jobs, also the preventive maintenance (PM) tasks are optimally scheduled, the utilization of the multitask cell will be increased. Therefore, we included the scheduling of PM activities simultaneously with the processing jobs in [81]. In [87] (Paper II) we suggest an alternative formulation of the PM side constraints, which would allow for solutions in which the PM activities are scheduled in-between the time windows currently prescribed in the multitask cell. This could yield more flexible schedules in favour of the processing jobs, but with a possibly larger number of scheduled PM occasions. The computation times became on average 1.8 times longer when the scheduling of PM activities was added to the time-indexed model including fixture availability constraints.
3.5.3 Unmanned processing during night shifts

In our latest article, [88] (Paper III), side constraints regarding the possibility to perform unmanned processing during night shifts were included in the time-indexed scheduling model. These constraints turned out to be simple, comprising only intermediate deadlines and release dates, which are unique for each operation and depend on the amount of unmanned processing that is allowed at the start and end of the operation. We employed the iterative procedure to find a solution with a \textit{mipgap} of at most 0.5% when $\ell = 1\text{h}$. When the night shift constraints were included in the time-indexed model (already including side constraints regarding fixture availability and PM activities), the computation times became on average 0.78 times those experienced without the night shift constraints. We conclude that it is beneficial for the computation times to include this kind of constraints.

3.6 Objective weights and a discussion on robustness

In our early computational tests, we employed the values $\alpha_j = \beta_j = 1, \ j \in J$, for the objective weights. When studying some of the resulting schedules we discovered, however, some cases in which jobs with no tardiness, but short processing times, were scheduled in clusters before longer tardy jobs ([80]). Therefore, since minimizing the total tardiness is considered to be our main objective, in [85] we altered the weights such that $\alpha_j = 1$ and $\beta_j = 10, \ j \in J$.

From time to time, however, some parts are delayed already at their arrival at the multitask cell. This means that the corresponding jobs possess negative due dates, and all of these jobs will possess a positive tardiness $T_j := (C_j - d_j)_+ = C_j + |d_j|$. Since there is no distinction—except for the constant term $|d_j|$—in the objective function between a late job...
and a very late job, we developed a definition of tardiness weights as a non-increasing function of the due date of the respective job. Such differentiated weights were first introduced in [81] and have been used in all testings from that point in time and onwards, specifically in Papers I–III. Letting \( B > 0 \), the tardiness weights are defined according to

\[
\beta_j := B \left( 1 - \frac{d_j}{|D|} \right)_+, \quad (5)
\]

where \( D \) denotes the job having the largest absolute due date and which is not an outlier; an outlier is here defined as "a point which falls more than 1.5 times the interquartile range above the third quartile or below the first quartile" (ibid). The parameter \( B = 10 \) in Papers I–III, such that \( \beta_j \in [0, 20] \), \( j \in \mathcal{J} \) (except for the outliers, for which \( \beta_j > 20 \) may hold). By utilizing the definition (5), a job that is more delayed is assigned a higher objective weight than a job that is less delayed. This means that there is an increased probability that the jobs that are the most delayed are scheduled as early as possible.

In Section 2.3, we state that, in a dynamic environment, some jobs risk never being processed if the objective of minimizing the makespan is employed, since then nothing prevents a certain job from being scheduled late, in each of a set of subsequent schedules. This may occur if the rescheduling is performed before the last job in the previous schedule has started processing. This risk is considerably reduced if the objective function is changed to our proposed objective function including tardiness (4a) and the differentiated objective weights according to (5) are utilized. By employing our definition (5) of the objective weights, the scheduling becomes more robust than if equal weights are employed for the jobs. Our proposed objective function aims at reducing (and if possible eliminating) the tardiness, i.e., it strives to make the products leave the cell according to the overall production plan. The product flow is thus "stabilized" through the use of the objective function (4a), which is beneficial for the production planning and control of the factory.

According to Pinedo ([61, Section 18.1]), the schedule robustness is not easy to measure or even to define. A robustness measure incorporating the deviation between the completion time of the rescheduled job and its original completion time is, however, defined in ibid. In [25], a robust schedule is obtained through the inclusion of a stability factor in the objective. In fact, the stability factor—which equals the starting time deviation plus a penalty function of the total deviation (see Section 2.4)—may be used as a measure of the schedule robustness. We have not yet measured the robustness of our schedules; this is an interesting area for future research.

The parameter \( a_k \), which denotes the first point in time when resource \( k \) becomes available, can be utilized to increase the robustness of the schedules resulting from our scheduling procedure; see [87] (Paper II). This holds if no major unexpected event has occurred since the last scheduling occasion, such as for example a machine breakdown that has made the previous schedule infeasible. At the point in time of rescheduling, the value of \( a_k \) can be chosen such that the occupation of the machines for any jobs that are already scheduled (but not yet started) are also included. At these occasions, the planner of the multitask cell can thus control the start of the schedule, and therefore has a means to control the schedule.
One of the reasons why a job will not start at the scheduled starting time is the variability of the processing times, which are typically "skewed to the right", since there is a physical lower limit on the length of a specific processing time, while no upper limit exists. In our time-indexed model, all processing times are rounded up, and hence the sequence of operations is near-optimal even for processing times that are slightly longer than the planned deterministic processing times, which we use in the squeezing procedure. Although not considering any realization of the uncertainty, as is done in the field of robust optimization (see [10] for a survey of this field), the schedules produced by our time-indexed model are in this sense robust.

3.7 Some additional computational results

In this section we start by a discussion on our two alternative ways of modelling allowed resources, then we describe our work with the generation of input data to our models. The section ends with a presentation of some computational results.

3.7.1 Alternative modelling of allowed resources

The full engineer’s model (2) as well as most of our mathematical models developed, use the parameter \( \lambda_{ijk} \) which equals 1 if operation \( i \) of job \( j \) is allowed to be processed in resource \( k \), and 0 otherwise. We tested an alternative definition in [86] (Paper I), in which the models employ the set \( M_{ij} := \{ k \in K | \lambda_{ijk} = 1 \} \). During the computational testing we noted that—before the preprocessing performed by the optimization solver—a model employing the parameters \( \lambda_{ijk} \) contains more constraints than a corresponding one employing the sets \( M_{ij} \), but after the preprocessing, the two models contain the same number of variables and constraints.

3.7.2 Generation of input data

All data used in all our computational tests, except for the benchmark instances used in [86] (Paper I), are generated from data collected at different times from the ERP system at GKN Aerospace. At the time of data extraction, the current operation of each job was also collected, such that the estimated arrival times for the jobs to the multitask cell could be calculated. In order to generate the data files, a database was constructed in Microsoft Office Access 2007 with code in Visual Basic for Application 2007. In the database, realistic release dates were calculated (see [80] for details), and due dates were transformed from the date and time format in the ERP system to the number of hours between the due date and the start of the schedule, i.e., the time of data extraction. The time lag \( v_{jq} \) was calculated as the sum of the planned lead times between all operations between jobs \( j \) and \( q \) plus the sum of their standard processing times.

During our computational testing, we sometimes experienced a test instance being "not suited" for our scheduling models, in the sense that it included a lot of similar operations...
that, for example, can only be processed in one of the multipurpose machines, while only a few of the included operations that are allowed to be processed in the other machines. Scenario #11 in [88] (Paper III) is an example of such a case; see Figure 7. Each of the thirteen jobs that are scheduled in the multipurpose machine named 'MC2' in Figure 7 had a release date that was less than 8 hours, such that it should be considered when scheduling the coming shift. However, only the first three of these jobs need to be included in the schedule for the coming shift. The remaining ten jobs made this instance computationally demanding to solve, since the time horizon had to be large in order to include all thirteen jobs. Since an automated selection of the jobs to include in an instance is required, we need a procedure for excluding some of the "superfluous" jobs. One suggestion is to use the ratio \( \text{rat}_s := \frac{1}{|\mathcal{M}_s|} \sum_{(j,i) \in \mathcal{S}_s^{op}} p_{ij} \), where the set \( \mathcal{S}_s^{op} \) contains all operations of type \( s \), and the set \( \mathcal{M}_s \) contains the resources that are allowed to process an operation of type \( s \). If, in a problem instance, for some value of \( s \), \( \text{rat}_s \gg \max_{r \neq s} \text{rat}_r \), then the jobs possessing the largest due dates and including operations of type \( s \), can be removed from the instance.

3.7.3 Comparisons between Manne and time-indexed models

In our first comparison (in [80]) between a Manne model and a time-indexed model with nail variables for the machining problem, the time-indexed model outperformed by far the Manne model; see Figure 8. The Manne model was only able to solve instances with 15 jobs or less within the time limit of 2 hours (clocktime).

When testing two other Manne models for the benchmark instances by Fattahi et al. [26] in order to compare these models with the iterative procedure including a time-indexed model ([86], Paper I), the result obtained was, however, different. When employing the makespan objective, the models performed almost equally well, while the time-indexed model yielded better results than the other two models when employing our tardiness ob-
Figure 8: Mean CPU times plotted for a Manne model (eng) and the time-indexed model (4) with nail variables for the machining problem for different values of time steps $\ell$. The instances computed are represented by the markers in the graph. The mean values are calculated over six real data instances.

Objective. Below, some important differences between the two tests [of the machining problem in the multitask cell in [80] and for the Fattahi instances in [86] (Paper I)] are discussed:

- Only a few precedence constraints between the operations (i.e., jobs) are present in the machining problem, since it contains only one operation per job. In the Fattahi instances, most of the jobs comprise four operations to be scheduled in sequence.
- The time-indexed model for the machining problem was solved approximately, with $\ell = 1\text{h}$, and the resulting schedule was then squeezed. The highest possible level of accuracy was used for the Fattahi instances with (i.e., with $\ell = 1$), even though good results were achieved also for higher values of $\ell$.
- The range of the processing times of $[40, 357]$ of the Fattahi test instances differ a lot in comparison with the range of $[0.5\text{h}, 23\text{h}]$ of the processing times in the multitask cell.
- The processing times of the Fattahi instances are resource-dependent: for a specific operation they differ more than 100% between the two resources. The processing times in the multitask cell are not resource-dependent.
- The symmetric constraints with the parameter $M$ (so-called big M constraints) were employed in the Manne models used to solve the Fattahi instances, while constraints similar to (2d) and (2e) were employed to solve the machining problem (see the discussion in Section 3.2).

The perhaps most striking difference between the two tests, however, is the fact that the
multitask cell instances are based on data collected from a real production cell, while the Fattahi instances are randomly generated.

4 Summary of the appended papers

The scopes, results and contributions of the four appended papers are summarized in this chapter. Paper I deals with the general FJSP without side constraints, and the computational tests are performed using the well-known benchmark test instances by Fattahi et al. [26], and Papers II–III deal with the problem of scheduling the multitask cell. Paper IV corrects a proof of the NP-completeness of flow shop scheduling with deteriorating jobs.

4.1 Paper I: A competitive iterative procedure using a time-indexed model for solving flexible job shop scheduling problems

In [86] (Paper I) we focus on the general FJSP with the objectives to minimize the makespan and our proposed tardiness function (4a), respectively.

4.1.1 Scope

We investigate the efficiency of our iterative solution procedure compared with two Manne models. The first Manne model, first presented by Özgüven et al. [58] is called the benchmark model in the article. The second model, called the alternative model in the article, is an enhanced version of the benchmark model, since some redundant variables are excluded. Our models are formulated and the iterative solution procedure is described. Computational results for the two objectives are presented. The benchmark test instances by Fattahi et al. [26] were chosen since they are commonly available and used in other comparisons; see e.g. [4, 7, 24, 58]. The benchmark model was chosen because it yielded the best results in the evaluation by Demir and İşleyen [24].

4.1.2 Results and contribution

We present a time-indexed formulation of the general FJSP employing nail variables. To the best of our knowledge, we are the first to develop this type of model for an FJSP. We show that there is a large difference in the performance of the scheduling models depending on which objective is considered. The makespan objective, although widely used in the research community, is not suitable for most practical applications. It is, however, important to evaluate scheduling models employing objectives well suited for real applications, such as our proposed objective (4a) including tardiness.

In order to evaluate the models considering the tardiness objective, we generated due dates for all the jobs in all the test instances. We intend to make these extensions of the Fattahi test instances available on the internet, such that they can serve as benchmark test instances employing objectives including tardiness, earliness, and/or the number of late jobs.
We show that the time-indexed model, combined with the iterative procedure, is able to find significantly better feasible solutions than those found by the two Manne models, for the largest instances considering both objectives studied. Further, our proposed scheduling method outperforms the two Manne models regarding the time to find the best feasible solution. For two of the largest instances only the alternative model was able to find an optimal solution while minimizing the tardiness objective, although the time-indexed model was able to find optimal solutions to these instances however, not verify the optimality) within significantly shorter computing time.

4.2 Paper II: Scheduling optimization of a real flexible job shop including fixture availability and preventive maintenance

As being written prior to Paper I, Paper II ([87]) describes our first version of the iterative procedure, which is generic and can be used to solve any time-indexed model. The squeezing procedure (which is not generic) mentioned in Section 3.4 is only applied to the solution from the last iteration only.

4.2.1 Scope

We introduce the problem of scheduling the multitask cell including fixture availability and PM activities. The resulting schedules of our proposed scheduling method are aimed for the dynamic environment of the multitask cell, and the quality of our schedules is therefore discussed from this perspective.

4.2.2 Results and contribution

The time-indexed model with nail variables is presented as a basic model including precedence constraints between jobs. The three set-up stations are modelled as one resource with a capacity of three in order to eliminate multiple, but equivalent, solutions due to symmetry. The side constraints modelling the limited fixture availability are included, as well as three alternative ways of scheduling the PM activities which are discussed and evaluated.

To our knowledge, we are the first to propose objective weights as functions of the jobs’ due dates, such that a delayed job is assigned a higher weight than a job that is less delayed. This function works well in a dynamic environment, since a delayed job that has not been processed at the time of rescheduling will be even more delayed for the next schedule; therefore, it will be assigned a higher weight than in the previous schedule. We propose a hybrid event-driven rescheduling policy for the dynamic scheduling of the multitask cell, i.e., rescheduling is performed (i) periodically (before the start of every work shift), and (ii) whenever a major unexpected event, such as a machine breakdown, occurs.

Our computational results show that our iterative procedure is an efficient approach to find a suitable value of the time horizon as well as a good starting solution to the time-indexed model with the desired final length $\ell$ of the time step, such that the total computation times (including all iterations) are shorter than if the time-indexed model is solved directly.
Utilizing the method developed we are able to produce optimal, or near-optimal, schedules for real data instances within a time frame which is acceptable in practice (i.e., around 15 minutes).

4.3 Paper III: Scheduling optimization of a real flexible job shop including side constraints regarding maintenance, fixtures, and night shifts

In Paper III ([88]), we use the findings from Papers I–II to solve the problem of scheduling the multitask cell including side constraints regarding maintenance, fixtures, and night shifts.

4.3.1 Scope

The iterative procedure is further refined in Paper III. We test the procedure with, and without, squeezing of the schedules in every iteration, and also for different variants of the reduction between iterations of the length $\ell$ of the time steps. The inclusion of the possibility to schedule operations with unmanned processing during night shifts are evaluated. The test instances used are twelve real instances for the coming work shift collected in the multitask cell during 2012 and 2013. The solution procedure is terminated at the time limits of 15 minutes or 2 hours (clocktime), where the limit of 2 hours is employed in order to obtain good solutions to be used in the comparison between the different test settings. Therefore, the number of iterations performed by the iterative procedure differ both between the test settings employed and between the test instances.

In the evaluation of the machining problem of the multitask cell in [80], the results from the priority rules of EDD (earliest due date), SPT (shortest processing time), and FIFO (first-in, first-out) are compared with those from the time-indexed model using nail variables. The value of the total tardiness from the EDD, SPT, and FIFO rules, respectively, was on average 10%, 6%, and 22% higher than the total tardiness in the schedule found by the time-indexed model. However, since the FIFO rule is currently used as decision support in the detailed production planning of a majority of the workshops at GKN Aerospace, and since there are plans to use the built-in scheduling method of the control system in the multitask cell, which is based on the CR rule given in (1), we chose to use the two latter rules for the evaluation performed in Paper III.

4.3.2 Results and contribution

We are the first to propose a mathematical model for an FJSP which includes the opportunity to schedule unmanned processes during night shifts. Computational results show that the gain, in terms of objective value, of including the night shift constraints in the mathematical model is around 10%.

In a complex environment such as a flexible job shop with unmanned night shifts, it is not recommended to use priority dispatching rules: The objective values computed from the
schedules constructed with both the FIFO and the CR rule were on average 1.4 times larger than those found after running the iterative procedure for 15 minutes.

The iterative procedure, implemented such that the computed schedules are squeezed in every iteration, performed equally well as when the computed schedule from the final iteration only is squeezed. The gain of applying the squeezing procedure is substantial when the squeezed schedules and the unsqueezed schedules are compared, and it is dependent on the value of $\ell$ (see Section 3.4). Since the relative difference between the results obtained after 15 minutes computing time differ only a little from those obtained after two hours (with eventually small values of $\ell$), we conclude that the proposed iterative procedure is able to produce near-optimal schedules for real data instances for the coming shift within an acceptable time frame.

4.4 Paper IV: A note on the complexity of flow-shop scheduling with deteriorating jobs

In Paper IV ([83]), the NP-complexity of flow shop scheduling with deteriorating jobs is examined.

4.4.1 Scope

Paper IV is a note on the article "Complexity analysis of job-shop scheduling with deteriorating jobs" (G. Mosheiov, Discrete Applied Mathematics, 117 (2002), pp. 195–209, [54]), which is quite well-cited and claims to provide a complete analysis of the complexity of flow shop, open shop, and job shop problems. A proportional deterioration rate is assumed, that is, the job processing times are increasing linear functions of the jobs’ starting times. The objective is to minimize the makespan. Mosheiov [54] presents NP-hardness results for flow shops and open shops with three or more machines and for job shops with two or more machines. The proof of NP-hardness for the flow shop case is, however, not correct. Paper IV provides a correct proof.

4.4.2 Results and contribution

We provide a correct proof of the statement that the flow shop problem with deteriorating jobs is NP-complete even for three machines. In the proof, we transform the "Equal Products Problem", which is known to be NP-complete ([29]), into an instance of the flow shop problem.

During our work with this note, it came to our notice that a correct proof was published already in 1996 by Kononov, however, in Russian; see [44], but a summary of the proof of the NP-completeness result is found in the English language text book by Gawiejnowicz [31, Theorem 8.7] (incidentally, this proof summary includes a misprint: "$1 \leq k \leq p - 1$" should be replaced by "$3 \leq k \leq p - 1$"). Unfortunately the book also reprints, in the form of a summary, the erroneous proof of Mosheiov ([31, Theorem 8.6]); therefore, it does not correct the proof of Mosheiov in [54] for the flow shop problem with deteriorating jobs. A
citation study was performed during the work with Paper IV in May 2010, primarily using the Web of Science databases ([95]). Mosheiov [54] had then been cited 31 times. Among them, six referred either to the polynomial algorithms or to one of the other theorems in the paper than its Theorem 2. Among the remaining 25 papers, 20 referred primarily to the result in [54, Theorem 2]. These papers had in turn generated about 150 "descendants", and their number is steadily growing.

The paper by Kononov [44] could not be found using Web of Science. Google Scholar ([33]) provided nine citations, among them four were written by S. Gawiejnowicz and co-authors, and two were written in Chinese. While some of them refer to the paper [54], none of them corrects the erroneous proof. Gawiejnowicz’s [31] book was not found using Web of Science. It had, according to Google Scholar, at the time been cited four times; none of them simultaneously cite Mosheiov [54].

We concluded that hitherto in the open literature, in no case had Mosheiov’s [54, Theorem 2] erroneous proof been corrected, and compared with the analysis made by Kononov [44]—and summarized in [31, Theorem 8.7]—it had found a much larger audience. Our correction in Paper IV was therefore both necessary and quite timely.

5 Conclusions

The work with this thesis has been a journey from the creation of the first engineer’s model, which was not able to solve instances of the size needed for the practical application—scheduling the jobs in the multitask production cell—, to the development of the iterative solution procedure with the time-indexed model with nail variables that is able to produce near-optimal schedules for the coming shift within a reasonable time frame.

We have developed a scheduling method that would substantially increase the output of the multitask cell as well as the machine utilization. Employing this method would lower the product costs since it is able to produce schedules that optimally utilize the unmanned night shifts for unmanned processing. Furthermore, the throughput times through the cell will decrease, which in turn will enable a reduction of the planned product lead times, with a greater flexibility in the production as an additional outcome.

The iterative solution procedure proposed is a generic procedure that can be used for the solution of any time-indexed model. We have shown that our iterative procedure with the time-indexed model with nail variables is highly competitive with other mathematical optimization models. We have also shown that the large difference in the performance of the scheduling models—which is dependent on the objective considered—imply that the evaluation of scheduling algorithms must be done with respect to an objective that is suitable for the real application for which they are intended. The minimization of the makespan is typically not such an objective, although it is the most widely used objective in research. We recommend the minimization of a weighted sum of the completion times plus a weighted total tardiness as objective, where the tardiness weights are non-increasing functions of the jobs’ due dates.
Since we schedule the preventive maintenance activities simultaneously with the processing jobs, we assure that the disturbance in the production due to maintenance is as small as possible. The managers of the multitask cell think positively of the results presented in this thesis, and their ambition is to implement our proposed scheduling method in the cell. A pilot study for a possible implementation will be launched after finishing the work with this thesis. The work with the implementation will probably set focus on some areas of future research that we are not aware of at the moment. In the next section we propose some areas of future research that we think may be of interest.

6 Future research

An interesting area of future research is to investigate the benefits of our scheduling model in a dynamic environment. One way to accomplish this is to simulate the production by the schedules produced by our iterative scheduling procedure, according to the proposed hybrid event-driven scheduling policy. This simulation should include, e.g., occasional machine breakdowns and a variability in the processing times. During this work, it would be very interesting to also find a means to measure—and to actually measure—the robustness of our schedules.

During the work with this thesis we have also come across some interesting inequalities that are valid for a hybrid flow shop in [8]. The transformation of these inequalities to our FJSP model and the implementation of a cutting plane algorithm, in order to obtain better lower bounds on the objective values are performed in an ongoing master’s thesis project at the Department of Mathematical Sciences, by a student from Chalmers University of Technology.

Other areas for future research are the inclusion of the scheduling of personnel and of the limited availability of tools used in the machines in the multitask cell, in our scheduling models.
Glossary

CR    critical ratio priority dispatching rule
EDD   earliest due date priority dispatching rule
ERP   enterprise resource planning
FIFO  first-in, first-out priority dispatching rule
FJSP  flexible job shop scheduling problem
GKN   Guest, Keen & Nettlefolds, a global engineering group and owner of GKN Aerospace Engine Systems
JSP   job shop scheduling problem
MILP  mixed integer linear programming
NFFP  nationella flygforskningsprogrammet (Swedish National Aeronautics Research Programme)
NP    nondeterministic polynomial time (the time required to solve an NP-hard or NP-complete problem grows exponentially with its size)
PhD   Doctor of Philosophy (although this thesis deals with applied mathematics)
PM    preventive maintenance
SPT   shortest processing time priority dispatching rule
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